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Effort:  E. M. Uyeki, Principal Investigator - 40% Of time for 12 months is

devoted to this project.

The Research Objective  Of the proposali

1) Mechanisms of immunosuppression by_radiation and chemical agents.
Within this category.was a.practical and impbrtant question:  What
are the cellular mechanisms of developing resistance to various

immunosuppressants by the i·mmunocompetent cells?

2)  To gain further knowledge of the basic cellular mechanisms of

secondary disease.

During the period of the current contract period, I have:

A.  Formulated a working hypothesis·to further define cellular events in-
volved in aritibody formation. Since the idea still sounds O.K., I would like to
include it in this year's progress report.  It should provide much of the back-
ground information'for the work to be accomplished.

B.  Delineated the temporal sequence of antibiotic inhibition of the in
vitro culture of hemolytic plague-forming cells (PFC).  Also in this category,
I have studied the influence  of ·the  antibiotics on adherent and non-adherent
cells of the Mishell-Dutton culture technique.

C.  Studies of Dr. Hirano (post-doctoral fellow) have demonstrated the use-
fulness of the i.n vitro· culture technique.to assess the mixed lymphoid cell
interactions.  In some species (certainly the mouse) this technique may be quite
useful in quantitating the degree of histoincompatibility of allogeneic lymphoid
cells.

D.  Initiated studies to develop the capability of studying RNA metabolism
of antibody forming' cells. During the past few months, I have been engaged in
developmental work to establish capability of isolating various species of RNA
by acrylamide gel-electrophoresis. This. capability is now at hand.  I would
like to use this technique along with DNA-RNA hybridization reactions to deter-
mine whether RNA species are specific for different temporal intervals of-the
jnduction period.

E.   Studies on- hypersensitivity: correlation of paw edema swelling<induced
by prior immunization with macrophage migration studies. These studies are being
cohtinued although,since studies delineated in 89 C and D are being emphasized,
this area of study suffers a bit.
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A.  Working hypothesis-

This working· hypothesis is used only as a heuristic tool to make some in-
roads into the ill-defi.ned areas of differentiation of antibody forming cells.
The main reason fon ·devel·oping .these thoughts is that current theories (namely,
x-y-z cells of.Sercarf  et-al·  and  the  PC1'  PC2,  PC3.···  of  Makin odan  et  al.)  are
too· well-defined in'terms· of their properties. Because of the paucity of our
knowledge in the area· of· cell di fferentiation of antibody-producing cells it
seems to me to be more· pragmatic to have a working hypothesis which is somewhat
amorphous.and less'.defined than the conventional.one.  Much of the problem of
obsolescence of concepts in cellular immunology is semantic.  I think each of
us covertly feels· that· there·.are young cells which are antigen-sensitive and as
time marches on undergl cell division and mature  into immunocytes.  Some
recent studies by Nossal and Boussard indicate that, at least for mouse
peritoneal cells,-little'or no cell· division is required to mature into PFC,

In the scheme which· I· wish to write about, by placing the whole scheme in
temporal regions, we .may: be able to get around the semantic hang-up of rejecting
a good idea if one„of the.definitions ·of hypothetic cell types has been found
to be experimentally· unsound. The intent of this model is not to further com-
plicate the field but to see if new techniques can be useful in mapping out the
ill-defined areas  of- ·less mature cells involved in antibody formation.

First let me say·that the experimental modelof antibody formation I wish
to use is the Mishell=Dutton culture technique for the production of Jerne

plague-forming cells.  Having spent the last 3 years working with this model,
I feel that this technique can be manipulated in a number of ways with some
predi ctabi 1 i ty,

The Jerne··plague· technique has brought us a. long way in terms of cell popu-
lati·ons· and cell':typesinvolved in the production of PFC. Further, the Mishell-
Dutton technique: has- opened up possibilities of dissecting the process of cell
differentiation of':·antibody·.forming cells. It seems obvious to me that new
techniques are' now"necessary  to· map  out  the new areas of research,    As  I  see  i t,
the Jerne assay has allowed us to look for a needle in a bushel of hay; to fur-
ther probe we need,·essays' to· look for a needle in a haystack.

Paragraph  on:Cel.1.. Nos.     Let  me di gress  and  wri te  i n very general terms
about' cell numbers-involved.in the Jerne plague technique.   If you prime a
mouse 6FT jecting'it' wi.th sheep rbc, in about 4 days you will get about 1 to 8200,000 Jerne plaques:.per.spleen. One primed mouse spleen amounts to about  10
nucleated sp een ce:1.9.s .in'10910 numbers. So this amounts to 100,000 or 105
cells per· 10 cei4s';-in'other words, when you assay on the 4th day, one cell in

' a thousand··cells'of·.the.spleen are plague-forming cells. This means that 99.9
percent· of the ceils are· not plague-forming cells.   This is the primary response
and this is by' far' the' highest· percentage one can attain in terms  of in vivo PFC.

·If we  accept the concensus'of·.the  t'experts"  in this field  that PFC precursor
cells. in one' mouse:·sp;teen· are about 1000, this then becomes 103 PC cells per 108

- (a· primed spleen' may have'·30-50% more nucleated cells  than an unprimed spleen
but in'10910 numbers,9'10.8. is about right). This comes out to be one cell in
10Q,000. OE, that 99:999%

ofithe cells were not precursor cells.   Now to get from
10'j, to, 10   in 4· days'.is'a' 100-fold increase from precursor cells, If amplifica-

- tion  is  the  result' of mitosis  for the most part, this would mean that there
would be, about 7·doubling· times (to get from 1000---4128,000).   In the in vitro

techni ue, our results generally show a 20-fold increase, i.e. 100--4 2000 PFC
per 10  cells originally planted.
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Paragraph :on functional cell types.  Next let me generalize about functional
cell  types· involived .i.n,:antibddy-formation before I.try and put the ideas together.
I wou·ld like to, put*.the.idea in less emotionally-tinged letters than x-y-z or

'  PC.1, etc'. since' they have':very definite meanings to the originators. Function-
ally,·in the cyto-differentiation to Jerne·plague forming cells, there appear to
be three temporal-·regions·.·.I·'d like to use· the logical and unemotional symbols
p, q, and r for the, three, temporal regions.   In its application to the Mishell-
Dutton technique, temporally* p region precedes the q region and the q region in
turn' precedes  the- r'region·.  .Let me attempt now to give some·loose definitions
to the' p-q-r subsets'in'the· framework of the in. vitro technique. First of all,
I imagine·.that' the' ce'1'1' types ·involved in p-q-r are more likely.the lymphocyte-
rich' components (synonyms· are LR or non-adherent cell population) rather than
the macrophage-rich components (synonyms  are MR or adherent cell population).
This is based on'some. preliminary experiments which will be described shortly.
Operationally,  the' way' we· get MR and. LR'is the following (Mosier's technique):
After teasing to disperse· the spleen cells, and centrifuging to remove the teas-
ing  media and adding· back' new.media  in a volume  so that cells  will  have  a  con-
centration of 1.5'x-·107, per· ml·, we add 1.0 ml  of cells to 35 mm diameter.petri
dishes. After 30;60 minutes ihcubation, the supernatant fraction is removed and
absorbed at least- 2: more· times on glass or plastic surfaces. This fraction be-
comes  the LR fraction..  The· MR  fraction  is the population of cells which remai n
adhered to the- petri'dishes. New mediaare added, the dishes gently swirled and
the supernatant is removed.   The wash is repeated once more; the adherent cells
remaining after the-last· wash are the MR fraction. Using titanium dioxide particles
about 90% of the cells are phagocytic and therefore the name MR is appropriate.
(This study was done initially by Mosier and has since been repeated by others,
including us). ,:..''

Now, the reason' why· we imagine cells  of the  p-q-r  are  LR type cells  is
based on the following, experiment. After the first, second.and third days of
culture of unseparated, cells,  if we gently swirl the petri dishes and remove
the supernatant fraction· and place  it into new petri dishes,  add back one ml  of
culture media to the' adherent· cell petri dishes, and continue to incubate for
the· remaining portion of the 4-day culture period, virtually all of the Jerne
plaques are found, in.the· dishes in which the supernatant fluid was transferred.
Thus,  tentatively' after the' first  day,  we  feel  that  the MR fraction  is no longer
needed. Pierce has- recently shown this also (Science 166:  1022, 1969).   We have
not eliminated the' pos.sibility that there may:exist a population of necessary
cells which were originally MR, but, after the first day of culture, have become
non-adherent and are' subsequently removed in the supernatant fluid.

I realize that'the tempowal sequence of p-q-r is likely.a continuum and
that there may'be no'clear demarcation points; however,·it doesn't seem unreason-

able to dissect out the immune response into three temporal regions.  I visualize
the following scheme for. the cellular events of the in. vitro Jerne plague tech-
nique.
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As I indicated' before,.temporal progression is from p to q to r. We assume
that progression-:of,·p.to, q to.r-implies cell differentiation. Although the time
interval may vary· for, individual cell clusters of PFC, peak numbers of PFC occur
about the 4th day after culture.  Overlap of regions (viz., pq and qr) are indi-
cated to'signify cell·.types.with' properties of more than one temporal region.

Definitions which have the possibflity of experimental verification:  These
definitions are loose.and· are used primarily to demarcate temporal areas.

p region: . properties of cells of the p region are:  (arbitrarily 0-24 hrs
of·culture)

1.'-antigen sensitive cells of the primary response.
2. -probably interact with MR cells.
3:-capable of undergoing mitosis (and is therefore a less

·differentiated cell).
4.  not capable of producing antibody.
5.  X cells· or PC1 may be cells in the p region,

q region':  properties of these cells:  (arbitrarily 24-72 hrs of culture).

1. -.not sensitive to antigen of the primary response.
2.·-·probably·does not interact with MR cells in the primary

, response.
3'.-'·capable· of undergoing mitosis (and is therefore a less

'differentiated cell).
4.  -probably not capable of producing antibody-forming cells.
5.»·Y cells.may be a portion of cells in the q region.

r region':-  properties' of this cell type are: (arbitrarily 72-96 hrs of culture).
-  -   1·.-,,·not, sensitive to antigen of either primary or secondary responses.

2'.--does not·interact with MR cells.
3'. not capable of undergoing mitosis (and is therefore a dif-

-ferentiated or terminal cell).
4.  does produce antibody.
5  Z cells are in this region.
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In summary, what I attempted to do was to pick out important functions (there
were four: mitosis,'.antigen-sensitive, interaction with MR and antibody pro-
duction) and to -polarize these ;functions at both ends of the continuum.   In
tabular form it looks:like:

p region                 q region r region

1)      mitosis                       '               1) mitosis 1)  no mitosis
2)  MR interaction- 2)  MR interaction 2)  no MR interaction

(probably not)
3)  no ab production' _3)  ab production 3)  ab production

.  -  (probably not)
4)  antigen sensitive 4) ag-sensitive 4)  not ag-sensitive

(probably not)

One- of-the basiceideas in cell differentiation is specialization of function
(Viz., ab production,), but,  at  the  same  time,  the refi nement of function involves
also a loss of other- functions (pluripotentiality). Thus, mitosis, ag sensitivity
and MR interaction is lost as you go from p.<-9 r, but you gain ab production;
hence,  you  go  from- pluri potent  to unipotent cells.

As indicated, above·it.is.likely that some cells have properties of more
than one region and' therefore I have indicated the pq and the qr region for these
cells. "Y" cell of.Sercarz and Coons is a bit difficult to place in the scheme;
it seems' to have- too- many' properties  for a concept of a  cell  type that is .used
as an "operational  tool"·.  .If I read them right, it is a memory cell, capable of
mitosis and also capable' of antibody production. In other words, it spans the
3 temporal regions-of'apqr; albeit-it is from a secondary response.  In the scheme
which--I put forth; arbitrarily one cannot have a pqr. Operationally, it should
be more useful to exclude some properties  from your conceptual tools; otherwi se,
it would be much more difficult to prove the truth or falsity of your arbitrary
definitions. .... . .0

Except for some technically difficult autoradiographic studies to indicate
TdR  -4 DNA  of plague forming cells, virtually all studies conducted  have  de-
pended on the Jerne··assay for the assessment of immunological competence.   All
the'splendid inferences' about.cell kinetics have evolved from the Jerne assay.
Invoking the argument- of'.the cell numbers paragraph the reason why conventional
biochemical techniques cannot be applied to further probe the insights gained
from the Jerne assay-is because 99.9% of tissue constituents are not involved in
antibody formati.on:-  The'.effect is.one of dilution and the relevant information
will,be obscured by,.the,.bu·lk.of tissue not involved in antibody production.   Of
the techniques which· i: have considered, the DNA-RNA hybridization techniques
appear· to' have the most'.promise  in.giving you  this  type of specificity. Hence,
I have.made.some':remarks'.in· the proposal I submitted last February. Since that
time,-some recent'techniques have given impetus to some thought patterns which
may overcome some' of'.the· restrictions of the cell numbers paragraph. The hybrid-

··ization technique- of'-cytol ogical- preparati ons coupled  with the Mishell-Dutton
procedure is a long-shot;':in the meantime, we are continuing studies on cell
separation techniques coupled with the Mishell-Dutton technique, and these .studies
will be briefly described at the end.
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Hybridization·.technique: Prior to Gall and Pardue's paper in June, 1969
(Proc.-Nat. Acad.-Sci:)·,,.there was one serious drawback to the hybrid technique.
Namely, there would-.be-.restrictions placed on the inferences one can draw from
studies using the nitrocellulose filter technique of Gillespie and Spiegelman.
The'least amount of' cells-involved in DNA isolation would probably be about.107

-cells.   Thereforew'.i·f· you·.are trying to find information about precursor cells--
' -i.e. in·the p·and q·region--where 99.99 to 99.999% of the cells are not partici-

pating in the response,'.then.the isolation of DNA from 107 cells would tend to
obscure an* signi ficant'.hybridizations that may have occurred in a minor popula-
tion' of 10/  cells.   If'the'hybridization of cytological preparation technique of
Gall and Pardue can-be applied to the Mishell-Dutton technique, this, then, will

-clearly open up-a-large area of relevant information about the p and q regions
and.:Possibly give, a "handle" to previously nondescript cells much as the Jerne
plague assay.did.  <Coupled with methods to separate different RNA species, namely,
density gradient centrifugation and acrylamide gel electrophoresis, the cytolog-
ical prep-hybridization may provide us with the cell specificity we have been
looking for.

Application' of this.technique to our studies:  We have a lot of spade-work

to do.  I am currently relearning the radioautographic technique and am also
isolating labelled RNA- from our tissue culture preparations. Since ,there are a
number of options in'terms of experimental tactics, I won't belabor you with all
the possible combinations.· A simplified scheme may be the following:  1. Mishell-
Dutton cultures are' prepared and cultured for 4 days. The following groups are
used: a) cytological- preparations are made from cultures each day.   b)   Com-
pation cultures are pulsed with 3H-uridine or other precursors for varying times

and RNA or RNA species«isolated·.  c)  I could envision the following line-up for
hybridization:

Cytological preparations, day 0 hybridized with RNA, from day 1
or

day 1 day 2
or    - - - - -

day 2 day 3, etc.
etc.

Hence, in this fashion, one can greatly increase the numerical possibilities of

selective' hybridization«:of  a  specific RNA species  with a minor population  of  in-
cubated·spleen cells at a.p, q or r interval of culture.  Naively, and until we
know better, p-type, cells will be cells in the 0-24 hr interval of culture, q-type
cells will be cells in the 24-72 hr of·culture and r-type cells will be in the
72-96 hr interval of-culture.

- '.'.

To bring back the·scheme into focus, though, in the hybridization reaction,
I'would expect some-qualitative and quantitative differences in RNA species.  Forexample,  if the primary' metabolic function  in the p and q region  is to undergo
mitosis, one-would-expect'a rapid turnover of·pre-r RNA and rRNA as envisioned
in the scheme of Darnell·ls· review on mammalian cell RNAs (Bacteriol.  Rev.,  1968) .
If the r-type cells, are·incapable of mitosis and, instead, are producing antibody
it is not unreasonabl6' to· expect some RNA species in cytoplasmic extracts which
have the attributes of mRNA.  Without experimental results it is unprofitable to
further speculate on the implications and permutations of projected results.

Although the application of the p-q-r scheme has emphasized the RNA-DNA
hybridization technique, it can serve as a guideline to my other studies.
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B. - Mechanisms of immunosuppression.

For the most part, our studies in the past year have utilized the in vitro
technique 'for PFC production. Since the molecular mechanisms for the three anti-
biotics--actinomycin D; puromycin and cycloheximide--are fairly well characterized,
we have used these classic monkey wrenches to further dissect the temporal phases
of the Mishell-Dutton·.system. Previously, we showed that low concentrations of
the three antibiotics· inhibited the in. vitro production of hemolysin plague-forming
cells when the drugs were added .48 hours after cultures were initiated. However,
because the drugs.were added at one time interval of the culture period, the study

above excluded drug·effects at other time intervals.

To further define· the»loci of inhibition with respect to induction, proli f-
eration and maturation of,immunocompetent cells, the present study examines the
effect of the antibiotics· at various temporal intervals after cell culture.  The
protracted time period· of· 4 days involved in the culture of antibody-producing
cells was viewed as a.gradual unfolding of cytochemical events involved in cell
differentiation. The' simple design of the experiments was to determine whether
actinomycin D, cycloheximide.and puromycin would inhibit at other time intervals
and hence  presage changes in the differentiating process.  It was anticipated
that the production of·PFC, being dependent on preceding cytochemical events for
their successful culmination, would be most sensitive at early time periods and,

progressively, as cells mature into function cells, drugs would become less ef-
fective at later time periods.  Enclosed are graphs of such a study (manuscript
in preparation for outside publication).  They indicate that our anticipated
results were, for- the·most part, borne out.

Since these drugs ,remained in culture from the time they were added, it was
not possible to decide whether these drugs were effective at that particular time
interval or whether their· inhibitory effects were the cumulative effects of the
time they were in contact-.with spleen cells. To partially answer this question
we have "pulsed" .our cultures to the extent that we can add drugs to culture
dishes and after a period of time (usually 40-60 min) remove the media completely
by tilting the dishes.and· adding back new media but without drug.  Done in this
fashion, our results.mimicked.the results shown on the graphs except that somewhat
higher concentrations.were- needed to obtain the same degree of inhibition; we
tentatively concluded, however, that these results reinforce our notion that
spleen cells are'·most· sensitive· to· drugs at early time periods of the culture.

Antibiotics'on adherent and non-adherent populations of spleen cells.  Since
the results above suggested the sensitive sites to reside in the initial period,
we have studied antibiotic· effects on two populations of cells as separated by
Mosier's technique. Enclosed is a table in which 30-40 minute "pulses" of the
antibiotics to either· the adherent (M) or non-adherent (L) fraction of spleen
cells on the first day· of culture indicated that both cell populations were af-
fected by actinomycin D in concentrations of 0.05 ug/ml.  Cycloheximide and puro-

mycin also inhibited the capacity of both cell populations to act synergistically
to produce PFC,  but' to a lesser degree than with actinomycin  D.

Since the work of· others has shown that the M fraction is radiation-resistant
in terms of its contribution.to the production of PFC, that this cell population
is no longer a necessary cell component of the in vitro after the 24-48 hours of
culture, it is of-interest to speculate on the selective action of drugs on these
2 fractions.  Since actinomycin D gave us the largest increment of inhibition,
let me discuss AD effects as an example. The effects on the L fraction may still
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affect the replication-.process.(regenerative potential), since the work of others
has shown that this'.cell.fraction is radiation sensitive. Hence, the concept can-

,  ''not be· exoluded that these'.antibiotics inhibit the L fraction contribution to PFC
production by inhibiting.the· process of cell division in some manner.  This is,
however, not true in· the. case of the M fraction. Since M fraction contribution
to· PFC· productionisradiation resistant and, moreover, the M fraction is not
needed after the 2nd-day of·.culture, it appears likely that some functional  ca-
pacity of the M fr.action is.necessary rather than its regenerative potential.
Recently we' have examined RNA synthesis of the M fraction and found that it is,
indeed, inhibited by low concentrations of actinomycin D (0.02 wg/ml).  We hope
to characterize the' RNA species·involved by acrylamide gel electrophoresis.

C.· Mixed lymphocyte interaction between allogeneic cells.

Since Govaert reported a successful homograft reaction, in vitro, numerous
studies have demonstrated' cell-mediated cytotoxicity of sensitized lymphoid cells
(effector cells) against various target cells, in. vitro, and pointed out several
characteristics of cell mediated cytotoxic effects which may di ffer from those
iriduced by humoral antibodies.  Most of these studies dealt with tumor cells as
target cells.   To our knowledge there has been no study on the cytotoxic inter-
action· between allogeneic· lymphoid cells except for short-term incubation studies
between target antibody-producing cells and sensitized and non-sensitized lymphoid
cells (H. Friedman).- With a suitable indicator for assessing the cytotoxic ef-
fects of·allogenei:clymphoid cells, detailed anaylsis of interactions between
allogeneic lymphoid'cells:may be possible. The purpose of this study was to in-
vestigate mixed lymphoid cell interactions, in. vitro, between non-immunized mice
of allogeneic strains and to describe some cytotoxic properties of effector cells
against normal lymphoid- cells-from donor strains.

The- production-of-PFC, by.the Mishell-Dutton technique served as an indicator
of' the cytotoxic· potency· of lymphoid cells. Briefly, the technique was to add

'   strain· A and B' cells together with sheep red blood cells  (SRBC) and compare it
with  A  and B cells cul tured separately  with  SRBC.     If the effect  was  one  of  in-
hibition, the mixture of A·and B would have a lower PFC count than the sum of A
and B cells cultured separately.  In addition to determining the interaction be-

tween normal allogeneic cells, we also studied mixed lymphoid cell interactions
where one of the partners- was sensitized against the other. (One paper has  been
submitted to Experientia and is enclosed along with the progress report; another
is  in preparation and will-be submitted to the Journal of Experimental Medicine).

A negative relationship.between sensitized lymphoid cells and suppression of
PFC· in mixed cultures· with donor spleen cells was observed. Various degrees of
suppression· of PFC were· found in combinations of genetically incompatible normal
spleen cells. The suppression of PFC found in the mixed lymphoid cell cultures
appeared' to be associated· with the disparity of the H-2 allele. In addition,
lymphoid cells from animals.either pre-immunized to its partner or just pre-
treated with Freund''s complete adjuvant also showed profound suppression when
these cells were added, to partner cells in culture.  This method appears to be
a sensitive and quantitatively reliable one to study the mechanism of both sen-
sitized and non-sensitized· allogeneic lymphoid cell interactions and hence could
be, applied to the-study-.of· early immunological events in radiation chimeras.   In

' some combinations' ofinormal·.allogeneic lymphoid cells, moderate stimulation of
PFC' was  observed- instead' of.suppression. The degree of suppression appeared  to
be: related to the- degree of histoincompatibility, whereas combinations in which
some stimulation or no change resulted, were associated with allogeneic strains
of weak histoincompatibility .
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The ·.suppression:.of: REC· in-.mixed· cultures by sensitized spleen cells possessed
the following characteristi.cs:.  1·)   They were immunospecific; that is, allogeneic
cells other than the  strain'-used· to immunize were not suppressed to the same mag-
nitude as - target-cells' for the· effector cells. 2) Initial cell-cell contact
is necessary.  - 3)' ' Factor<s) responsible for the suppression of PFC is neither

-dependent  on  conventional   action of compl ement nor detectable in extracts   from
effector cells.  This factor(s) appears earlier than humoral antibodies in.mice
sensitized agai.nst target lymphoid cells.

This work is being continued and will be discussed in "Scope".
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"   -229.-1-12    :„Li,I:,:         E#f,E12- 6         - - -|-i- -
"' (1 * 10-6 M) 84'*19

(4)

100 -
DAY 0 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 PERCENT                                               -OF·     80 -
CYCLOHEXIMIDE CONTROL

7.2 X·10-9 M 60 -

120 80*8 40 - 10.5 1 460 i15 58/ 7 54 i 10 (11)                                                                            (5)100 -       (7)         (9)            (11)

PERCENT                •                                                             (5)    ------1-
20 - 1.1 1 0.7

OF    80 -         '   9
CONTROL -- -------

, =. -1-.-rli-
60 - --. ----- --

PUROMYCIN ADDED TO CULTURES ON:
------

DAY 0 DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3-t--i- ----40                                     -     -- - ---

'1 1| |I    I l l i|
CYCLOHEXIMIOE ADDED TO CULTURES ON:

DAY 0 DAY 1 OAY 2 DAY 3

----„- S   .     - --



30-40 minutes drug "pulse" on lymphocyte- (L) and

macrophage-rich (M) populations of mouse spleen cells

HPFC per dish
Average of 5 experiments  Average % of control

Lymphocytes (L) 330                      26

Macrophages (M) 130                     6
L+M 1170 100

L (actinomycin D) +M             0                       0
L + M (actinomycin D)              20                       1
L (cycloheximide) + M 620 46
L + M (cycloheximide) 270                      23

L (puromycin) + M 360                      40
L + M (puromycin) 490                     53

Drug concentrations:  actinomycin D 0.05 vg/ml

cycloheximide 1.5  pg/ml
puromycin 1.5 ug/ml

0                                               1

..
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